
Discover the Magic of 

 Your Next Disney Vacation

Presented by Life is Better Traveling



LIfe is Better Traveling is
an Authorized Disney

Vacation Planner having
helped hundreds of clients

make their Disney
vacations magical. 

LIfe is Better Traveling has put together a guide to
help answer all your question about Walt Disney
World and Disneyland.  We hope you enjoy this
ebook. 

WELCOME
WELCOME



Picking the right resort for
your family

Walt Disney World has over 25 on-site properties and over
10 Good Neighbor Hotels.  There is a property that is perfect
to make your family's vacation magical.  

Whether you are going to Walt
Disney World on a budget or if you

are going all out Disney has the
resort for you!  Disney’s resorts are

divided into three different
categories: Value, Moderate and

Deluxe (Deluxe Villa).  Each resort
has their perks and definitely has

the Disney touch!
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Deluxe
Resorts

Disney’s Animal Kingdom Lodge
Disney’s Beach Club Resort

Disney’s Boardwalk Inn
Disney’s Contemporary Resort

Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort and Spa
Disney’s Polynesian Village Resort

Disney’s Wilderness Lodge
Disney’s Yacht Club Resort
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Standard rooms with
charm and modern
sophistication.
Proximity to the parks
Spa and high end
amenities
Larger pools with slides
and kids splash zones
Sit down dining services
and quick dining services

Your family would pick this
category if you wanted:



1 - 3 bedroom units with full
kitchens, and laundry services.
Larger pools with slides and
kids splash zones
Sit down dining services and
quick dining services

Your family would pick this
category if you wanted:

Bay Lake Tower at Disney’s Contemporary Resort
Boulder Ridge Villas at Disney’s Wilderness Lodge

Copper Creek Villas & Cabins at Disney’s Wilderness Lodge
Disney’s Animal Kingdom Villas – Kidani Village and Jambo House

Disney’s Beach Club Villas
Disney’s Boardwalk Villas

Disney’s Old Key West Resort
Disney’s Riviera Resort

Disney’s Saratoga Springs Resort and Spa
The Villas at Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort and Spa

Disney’s Polynesian Villas and Bungalows

Deluxe
Villa
Resorts
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Disney’s Caribbean Beach Resort
Disney’s Coronado Springs Resort

Disney’s For Wilderness Resort & Campground
Disney’s Port Orleans Resort – French Quarter

Disney’s Port Orleans Resort – Riverside
 

Moderate  
Resorts
Moderate Resorts are a
great option for families

that want a deluxe feel at a
lesser price!

Standard rooms that
sleep 4 - 5 guests
Slightly less priced than
a deluxe
Larger pools with slides
and kids splash zones
Sit down dining services
and quick dining
services

Your family would pick this
category if you wanted:
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Disney’s Art of Animation Resort
Disney’s All-Star Resorts

Disney’s Pop Century Resort
 

Value
Resorts
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Standard rooms that sleep 4 - 5
guests
Staying on a budget
Will be in the parks most of the
time
Smaller pools
Quick service options only
Bus transportation to get to parks

Your family would pick this category if
you wanted:



Resort Comparison
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Standard Theme Park Ticket – Allows you to visit
1 theme park per day

 
Park Hopper Option – Allows you to visit multiple

parks per day
 

Park Hopper Plus Option – Allows you to visit
multiple parks per day as well as Water Parks

 

Tickets
Disney has three different Ticket

Types.  Be sure to discuss your plans
with your Travel Advisor to help pick

right option for your family!
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Disney Genie

Disney Genie is a new feature within the My Disney
Experience app that allows you to plan your

itinerary, make dining reservations and mobile
order.

 
Disney Genie+ can be added to your account for $15
per day per person.  Disney Genie+ gives you access

to make Lightning Lane Reservations.  Lightning
Lanes have replaced Disney’s FastPass+ Service.

 
Individual Attraction Selections allow you to select a

time for two big ticket attractions to use their
lightning lane.  This is a paid feature at an extra cost.
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Magic Kingdom

The Magic Kingdom theme park
is where fairytale dreams come
true for children of all ages.
Awaiting you are classic and
family-friendly thrilling
attractions, musical cavalcades
and beloved Disney Characters.
You have six whimsical lands to
explore all your fantasy
becoming a reality. 

Adventureland, Frontierland,
Liberty Square, Fantasyland,
Tomorrowland and Main Street,
U.S.A. areas will have you
becoming a swashbuckling
pirate and learning about what
lies ahead in the future.  Time to
explore lands of endless
enchantment.
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Epcot

Experimental Prototype Community
of Tomorrow. Yes, Ecpot is actually an
acronym made by Walt Disney
himself. Don’t let this name misguide
you because this park will celebrate
the world and immerse one in the
wonder of attractions and events that
excite the senses.

Come experience an Epcot where the
power of the human imagination is
combined with the magic of Disney.
This is your chance to visit various
countries with authentic cuisines in
one day. Enjoy a whole new journey
dedicated to inspiring everyone with
Disney storytelling and .the magic of
possibilities. Bring your family, bring
your friends, and float, fly, scurry, race,
taste, sing, play and grow—without
growing up.
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Disney's Hollywood Studios

Experimental Prototype Community
of Tomorrow. Yes, Ecpot is actually an
acronym made by Walt Disney
himself. Don’t let this name misguide
you because this park will celebrate
the world and immerse one in the
wonder of attractions and events that
excite the senses.

Come experience an Epcot where the
power of the human imagination is
combined with the magic of Disney.
This is your chance to visit various
countries with authentic cuisines in
one day. Enjoy a whole new journey
dedicated to inspiring everyone with
Disney storytelling and .the magic of
possibilities. Bring your family, bring
your friends, and float, fly, scurry, race,
taste, sing, play and grow—without
growing up.
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Disney's Animal Kingdom

Encounter the magic of nature
with rare creatures, authentic
adventures and world-class
entertainment at Disney’s Animal
Kingdom park, one of the largest
animal theme parks in the world.
Home to more than 2,000 animals
across 300 species, the park
celebrates the beauty, mystery
and harmony of all living things. 

Explore 6 enthralling lands, each
one alive with magic like nowhere
else: Oasis, Discovery Island, Africa,
Pandora – The World of Avatar,
Asia and DinoLand, U.S.A. Areas.
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Ready… Set… Let’s EAT!

 When you are planning your
upcoming Disney vacation, it is
important to be prepared in mind,
body and spirit for one of Walt
Disney World’s most tantalizing
experiences: their food!

To put it very plainly: their food is
nothing short of amazing. From
snack offerings and their quick-
service (read: fast-food) options,
your tastebuds will not leave
Disney disappointed (and your
stomach won’t be empty either)! 

Keep reading for more details and
info on the creme de la creme of
the Walt Disney World vacation
experience: Walt Disney World
food and dining!
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Dining Options

 

Fine / Signature
Casual / Table Service
Dining
Counter / Quick Service
Dining
Snacks

At Walt Disney World, you have
a few options to choose from if
your looking to save on dining.    
There are four dining plans. 
 Each plan is designed
depending on the needs of
your family.  No matter which
plan you choose, all of them
deliver Disney’s high level of
quality in every bite!
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Fine / Signature Dining

 For guests seeking more upscale food and dining
experiences, Disney offers a variety of signature dining
experiences at theme parks and Disney hotel resorts
alike! 

For the most part, guests select and build their meals
based on an extensive and carefully crafted menu.
Appetizers, desserts and specialty beverage options
abound, as do creative and flavorful dishes that guests
may be hard-pressed to find anywhere else! 

While meals at these dining locations do sport a heftier
price tag, if an unbelievable dining experience is at the
top of the vacation to-do list, then exploring the fine-
dining options at the Walt Disney World resort will be
more than a worthwhile expenditure of time (and
tastebuds!)!
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Casual Sit-Down / Table Service Dining
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Whether regrouping after an
exciting day in the parks, or
pausing for a mid-day break, a
casual or table-service meal
offers a great reason to sit for a
bit and enjoy an exceptional
Disney food-based experience!

Buffet
Family Style
A la carte
Character Dining

Categories of Casual Sit-
Down / Table Service  Dining



Table Service: Buffet dining
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All-you-can-eat buffet: who doesn’t love to hear those words?! And at
Disney, whether dining in-park or dining at one of the resort hotels,
guests  are guaranteed to never leave a buffet hungry! 

At Disney, there are buffet options for all three meals with fixed
pricing for both adults and children. Breakfast buffets are generally a
more budget-friendly option, but don’t rule out the delicious cuisine
offered on lunch and dinnertime menus! After working up an
appetite from a busy morning or day navigating the parks, a sit-down
meal at a delicious dinner buffet is often the perfect way to unwind
and reflect!

Additionally, always look for the sweets and/or dessert sections of the
buffet - even at breakfast time! Disney doesn’t mess around with, or
leave out sweets’ depots in any buffet situation!

Lastly, don’t forget that character dining CAN be found at buffets,
and it’s a great option for travelers who want to fill up on all the
delicious food that they are to eat, while spending some QT and
individualized photo op moments with their favorite Disney
characters!



Table Service: Family Style
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Family-style dining is a close cousin to buffet dining! For a family-style
meal, servers bring large bowls with multiple portions of each of the
restaurant’s pre-selected and featured recipes to the guests’ tables.
Guests  then portion out their own servings and the servers refill the
tables’ dishes as often as is needed! Adult and children’s pricing differs,
but all dining guests share from the same serving bowl (not a separate
“offering” for kids vs. adults).

The menu for a family-style type of meal does not offer as many
options as an all-you-can-eat buffet, as the family-style menu is usually
“fixed” and set in place prior to the guests arriving to dine. However,
even with a family-style meal, each dining location provides a couple of
different main course options in the shared serving dishes arriving at
the table! There is always something for everyone at a family-style
meal!

Garden Grill is a well known character dining location that offers a
“family style” dining option! (TIP: This is a good thing since the
restaurant is slowly moving as you dine!)

*NOTE: During COVID, locations that formerly operated as buffets have transitioned to a “family style” dining
option as a way to minimize contact amongst guests



A la Carte / Sit-down
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Traditional sit-down dining is a welcome option at Disney! At
many restaurants across the property (both in-park and at
resorts), the traditional concept of sit-down dining is alive and
well.

Especially when considering the different parks, guests should
expect heavy (and exceptionally detailed) theming, which in
addition to the excellent food, really raises dining experiences to
the next level. For example, the 50’s Prime Time Cafe in
Hollywood Studios will captivate diners’ palettes with a
flashback feast as found in the 1950s, and dining in the World
Showcase at such a location as Le Cellier will offer guests an
immersive sampling of traditional and taste-worthy Canadian
fare!

Guests can expect menus that offer appetizers, salads, main
courses, desserts and a variety of beverage options. Children’s
menus, allowing guests to create a more individualized dining
experience for their children, are also the norm.



Walt Disney World is known for MAGIC in all areas from rides
and entertainment to dining experiences! 
Disney extends their special brand of magic to their character
dining: sit-down opportunities for special interactions with
characters while enjoying a meal at popular dining locations. 

Character availability varies from restaurant to restaurant, and
sometimes, even within restaurants, the characters present
may vary between breakfast and lunch/dinner seatings!

Character dining opportunities are usually available at a buffet,
or family-style service dining location, and they provide more
individualized and less rushed interaction with the characters
than do the traditional in-park meet and greets. 

Do character meals cost more than regular meals at say, a sit-
down, a la carte restaurant situation? Yes, they do! But, are
they worth it? ABSOLUTELY!

Table Service: Character Dining
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Counter / Quick-Service Dining
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Disney calls their “fast-food” style of dining, “Quick-Service.”
When we talk about Quick-Service at Disney, we aren’t talking
just standard drive-thru faire. Disney’s Quick-Service options are
well-crafted, delicious and GENEROUS! Is it possible to just dine
at Quick-Service locations for the duration of your trip, and still
have a magical time? DEFINITELY!

Dining at Quick-Service locations also can be great time-savers!
Instead of sitting down and being waited on by servers, Quick-
Service dining offersoffers the flexibility of unscheduled eating
whenever it’s convenient (not prescheduled!), and making
dining locations based on where you are in the parks when you
are hungry, AND on what appeals to you at the time!

And don’t forget that while in the parks, Mobile Ordering is a
great way enjoy Quick-Service dining yet simultaneously save
time. Order on-the-go and have the order ready and waiting (or
close to ready!) upon arrival for pick it up!



Delicious snacks are a
wonderful benefit, AND a
great daily souvenir of the
overall Disney experience.

Disney snacks are not just a
granola bar, or a bag of potato
chips. When thinking “snacks”
at Disney, get ready to see
options for unique, snackable
fare that is often customized
to particular resorts, specific
areas of each park and even
holidays and celebrations! 

And don’t forget to grab an
iconic Mickey ice cream bar,
and snap a photo! That is a
classic snack for a reason!!!

SNACKS
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Mobile Ordering
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Quick-Service
 

From your MyDisneyExperience
app, guests frequenting Quick-
Service locations within any of the
four Disney parks, are able to select
a restaurant, create a meal order,
and prepay for their entire meal
ahead of time! 
A
fter that, guests make their way to
the Quick-Service dining location
at their designated pick-up time to
enjoy the convenience of quickly
picking up their customized meal! 
Not having to stand in line to order
and wait for a meal order is a huge
time saver and means that more
time can be spent on rides and in-
park FUN!

Table-Service
 

Even at some Disney Resort hotels,
guests can pre-order and prepay
for meals at their hotel’s onsite, sit-
down dining locations, and enjoy
“carry-out” meals in the comfort of
their hotel rooms!

Again, this convenient perk
minimizes the time that guests
spend waiting to order and for
their meal to be prepped! Instead,
guests can pick-up their
completed orders at their
designated return window, and
spend more of their time enjoying
Disney resorts’ vast array of unique
amenities!

vs.



Disney Dining Plan
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Disney dining plans are great options for travelers who want to travel to
Disney and know that much, if not all, of their dining is already
“covered.” Dining plans are added onto a vacation package before travel,
and the plans are added for each individual in the travel party. They are
priced accordingly for adult and child travelers! 

The number of plan “meal credits” received “per person” is based on the
total number of nights in the stay, and complimentary (and Disney-
themed!) reusable mugs are available for participating guests for
unlimited refilling (and refueling!) purposes while at their particular
hotel resort.

Dining plan options abound for travelers of all budgets and dining
interests! And, if you love the option of character meals, many character
dining opportunities are covered by some of Disney’s dining plans!

Enjoy a glass of beer or wine, or even a cocktail with your meal? That’s
great because beverages are included with meals for all levels of the
dining plans! And, guests ages 21 and over can even substitute in an
alcohol-based beverage from a select menu of options at different
dining locations!



Disney Dining Plans 

(per person per night of stay)
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3 daily meal credits to be used
at any combination of 

Quick-Service
Table-Service 
Signature Dining.

2 snacks/nonalcoholic drinks*
1 resort refillable mug

Disney Deluxe Dining Plan
 

1 Quick-Service meal
1 Table Service meal
2 snacks/nonalcoholic drinks*
1 resort refillable mug

Disney Dining Plan

Any combination of 2
Table Service or Quick-
Service meals
2 snacks/nonalcoholic
drinks*
1 resort refillable mug

Disney Dining Plan Plus
 

2 Quick-Service meals
2 snacks/nonalcoholic
drinks*
1 resort refillable mug

Disney Quick Service
Dining Plan

 



Gettin’ Around….Many Magical Ways
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Types of
Transportation at Walt
Disney World Resort:

Bus
Monorail
Skyliner
Water
Transportation
Minnie-Van Service
Car



Getting to and from any of the Disney theme parks, as well as Disney Springs,
is quick, easy and enjoyable with Disney Transport buses!

Disney Transport buses carry guests back and forth between parks and resorts
both regularly and frequently! And these buses are BIG, offering guests both
sitting and standing room.

 Buses are also equipped to carry scooters and other mobility-assistance
vehicles safely to and from desired destinations?

Got strollers? No problem! After folding up a stroller, whether it’s a double,
single or triple, there will be room to keep it right with you when making use
of these buses and travel to locations of choice!

Buses
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The Monorail that runs around and through the Walt Disney World Resort is
not only a iconic and nostalgic must-do experience on a Disney vacation, but it
is also a functional form of transportation around the resort property!

Guests can ride the Monorail to travel between Magic Kingdom and Epcot
(off-boarding and switching “routes” at the Ticket and Transportation Center).
Some of the most prominent Magic Kingdom area resorts are right on the
Monorail lines, which offers those resort guests a very streamlined way to
access both the Magic Kingdom and Epcot theme parks. 

Don’t rule out the Monorail as a fun, and restful, way to navigate your day at
Walt Disney World! Remember: it’s a useful form of resort-area transportation
disguised as part of a memorable and iconic Disney vacation experience!

Monorail
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Disney’s Skyliner
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The Disney Skyliner system is Walt Disney World’s shiniest new method
of transportation! Providing guests with an unbelievable aerial view of
the widespread resort, this innovative and continuously moving sky-
based gondola system provides another functional form of
transportation in a highly memorable delivery package!

Disney carefully crafted and implemented this system to provide resort
guests with an alternative form of transportation between Epcot and
Hollywood Studios, and between select resorts and the two
aforementioned theme parks.

Resorts which currently offer Skyliner “depots” (read: locations on which
guests may on-board and disembark the Skyliner) include the Art of
Animation, POP Century, Riviera and Pop Century resorts! Disney’s
Caribbean Beach Resort is also a “stop” on the Skyliner, and the station
at this resort is actually considered the “hub” of the whole system
meaning that much like the Magic Kingdom area Transportation and
Ticket Center, guests disembark at the Caribbean Beach location and
reboard a different Skyliner “line” to take them to their desired
endpoint. 



Water Transportation
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Navigating around Walt Disney World is not just limited to ground
travel! Disney also provides guests with a variety of water transportation
options.

A partially open-air ferryboat provides guests with round-trip service
between the Magic Kingdom theme park to the Transportation & Ticket
Center.

Resort water taxis (aka launches) connect guests between Magic
Kingdom theme park and Wilderness Lodge; Fort Wilderness Resort
and Campground; Grand Floridian Resort & Spa and the Polynesian
Villas & Bungalows 

Watercraft service is also available to connect guests staying at Disney’s
Boardwalk or Beach Club Villas; the Yacht Club Resort and the Walt
Disney World Swan or Dolphin Hotels to the EPCOT and Hollywood
Studios theme parks.

Additionally, resort guests enjoying stays at Port Orleans Riverside and
French Quarter or Disney’s Saratoga Springs or Old Key West resorts can
enjoy on-site watercraft service to Disney Springs!



Resort Parking
On-property Disney resorts do charge an overnight self-parking fee, so if you
are staying at a Disney hotel, be sure to plan accordingly. This self-parking fee
is NOT included in your vacation package total, so be prepared to settle up for
this upon check-out. 

Car Parking
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Theme Park Parking 
Disney offers three tiers of parking at all four of their main theme parks:
Preferred; Standard and Oversized Vehicle.

Guests staying at Disney’s on-property resorts receive complimentary
Standard level parking to the four major theme parks. If guests want to
upgrade to the Preferred level of parking, they can simply pay the difference.

Hopping to a different park later in the day? Don’t worry! When you pay for
parking at your first theme park of the day, you will receive a pass that
guarantees that you won’t have to pay again to park on that same day even if
you hop to different parks. That’s a great deal!
Also, while many of the theme park’s self-parking lots can be a bit more of a
walk, Disney often provides trams to make it easier for guests to reach their
vehicles. At the end of a long day of Disney magic (and Disney walking!), those
trams are a welcome sight for tired eyes (and feet!)!



Some of the best mementoes of a Disney
vacation are ALWAYS the photos!
Whether you are capturing Cinderella’s
Castle as a majestic back-drop, or leaning
in for a quick pic with a favorite
character, priceless pictures speak
volumes and help guests relive genuine
memories of magical experiences for
years to come, even after the end of their
trip!

The Memory Maker photo package add-
on provides guests with high-quality
photos snapped by Disney’s talented
Photo Pass photographers, and the
capability to download and reprint those
photos however they choose!

Disney’s Memory Maker is a vacation
package add-on with a pre-trip price tag
of $169. This price tag increases to $199 if
you add it on after the start of your Walt
Disney World vacation. 

Disney’s Memory Maker Photo Package
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Anytime guests see a Photo Pass photographer while on resort property, they can
have them snap a photo or two to be added to their Memory Maker photo gallery. 
Memory Maker affords ALL guests in a traveling party the opportunity to be in the
photos! Instead of one traveler being stuck behind the camera, Photo Pass
photographers have the ability to capture every guest every time in every shot!
Photo Pass photographers can often be found at some of the most iconic photo
spots across park property. They can be found at character meet and greets and
sometimes at character dining locations. Throughout the parks, you may also see
Photo Pass photographers offering special “Magic shots”. For “Magic shots,”
photographers will “pose” all participating members in such a way that a special
effect (usually a favorite animated Disney character!) can be specially added into
and positioned in their photo after the fact. These photos really make the magic
come alive!

After concluding the trip, guests are able to download the many (usually hundreds
photos from Memory Maker and reprint them at the guest’s discretion! That’s right
These photos can be printed using the photo printing service of choice and can be
used in any way imaginable, such as images on holiday cards or in photo books, or
reprints for picture frames and photo albums! There is so much flexibility with this
photo add-on package and the priceless memories that inevitably accompany it
Memory Maker IS worth the investment! It is truly a long-lasting souvenir and a
wonderful investment for guests wishing to preserve their precious memories of
their magical Disney vacation experience!

Memory Maker Details



F A Q S
F A Q S
F A Q S

   F A Q S

Some Frequently Asked Questions
FAQ stands for “Frequently Asked Questions.” At Life is
Better Traveling we have put together our FAQs from

our hundreds of clients over the past 8 years.  

01 When is the best time of year to go to Walt Disney World (WDW)?

The best time to take a WDW vacation is during the "off holidays" such as Veteran’s
Day, Martin Luther King Jr., or President’s day weekends. If you plan a WDW
around one of these holiday’s you will see less crowds. We are also seeing less crowds
right after school lets out in June, and right before kids go back to school at the end
of August. 

 

02How much do I have to save to take a Walt Disney World vacation?
 

How much to save will depend on the number of days you want to spend at WDW.
The more days you stay, the more you will need to save. If you are planning on
staying at a deluxe resort for a week you will have to save more than if you want to
stay at a value resort for the weekend. Ticket pricing remains the same regardless if
you stay at a deluxe resort or a value resort. 
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M O R E  F A Q S

05 What is the difference between staying on property versus off property?

If you stay on property you do get a few extra perks such as Extra Magic Hours
which allow you to get into the park before those guest staying off property. When
staying on property you also have transportation that takes you to the theme parks,
water parks, and Disney Springs. Transporation includes the monorail, skyliner, or
buses.  

 

06How many days do I need for each park?
 

If you are planning to go for an entire week, Saturday to Saturday, then we
recommend doing five days in the parks, one day at the resort enjoying the pool,
and one day to either do Disney Springs, Miniature Golf, a water park, or another
day in the parks. We also recommend incorporating one down day so everyone can
recharge. 

03Are there rooms that will fit a family of 5 comfortable? 

Yes, there are several resorts on property that have rooms that are great for
accommodating families of five.  Many of these rooms have a fifth berth either as a
pull out or sofa chair.  There are rooms on property too that can accommodate up to
14 people. These will be the villas that were discussed earlier. 

 

04Is the dining plan worth the money?

Currently Disney is not offering any dining plans. However, we do believe that they
will bring them back. With a dining plan, you are prepaying for your dining.  You
pay a fixed amount per day for quick service meals and/or table service meals
depending on the plan you choose. So if the prices at the parks go up, you are still
paying that fixed price. So yes, the dining is worth paying in advance.
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M O R E  F A Q S

09What is the difference between Genie and Genie plus?

The new Disney Genie+ program is the paid aspect of the Disney Genie program at
Walt Disney World. This new paid program includes over 40 of your favorite Walt
Disney World attractions across all four theme parks.

10  How do I get from the airport to my resort hotel?
 

As of January 2, 2022 the Walt Disney World company will no longer be providing
the Magical Express as a transportation option to get to the hotel. There are several
different modes of transportation that can take you and your Life is Better Traveling
travel agent can help you figure out which is the best for you and your family. 

07If I go during a holiday season, do I have to pay extra for the events?

If there is an event going on that requires you to have a different ticket than the
regular admission ticket to enter the park, then yes you will have to pay for that
ticket. During the holiday seasons there are plenty of decorations, shows, fireworks,
and food that you can enjoy just for having the regular admission ticket. 

08Are there FastPasses still?

Currently there is a new system called Genie that has replaced the previous FastPass
reservation system. Please refer to the Genie FAQ below.
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Click Here to Plan Now

What's next?

We understand that you may
have some questions even after
reading through all this amazing
information.  Now is the time to
contact one of the travel agents
at Life is Better Traveling.  

www.LifeisBetterTraveling.com
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"We had the most
magical vacation

thanks to the help
of Life is Better

Traveling"

Hundreds of happy clients

Culmination of over 200 trips
taken  by our agents

Birthday and Anniversary trips

Magical Weddings on
Property

Pre/Post cruise vacations

Our travel agency’s
knowledge of Disney
products has earned us the
distinction of being named
an Authorized Disney
Vacation Planner. We were
given this special designation
by Disney as a result of our
agency’s ongoing focus and
commitment to planning
customized, magical trips to
the Disney Parks, Disney
Cruise Line® and other
Disney vacation destinations
worldwide.

Plan NOW
Click Here

Authorized Disney
Vacation Planners
A Disney Earmarked
Travel Agency
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PODCAST
PODCAST

If you are a busy, overwhelmed parent trying to
plan a dream Disney vacation, this is the
podcast for you

Expert travel planners Mary Yohannan and Melissa
Snyder share their best tips to maximize your family’s
Disney or Universal experience.

2022 Gold Magellan Award Winning Podcast
for new innovations in 2021

Both certified travel agents, these
busy home-schooling moms have
planned more than 300 memorable
Disney and Universal Orlando
experiences. They have been
recognized in the travel industry with
Magellan, Earmarked, and Top Sales
recognitions.

Wizards and Pixie Dust

Listen Now

www.WizardsandPixieDust.com

www.WizardsandPixieDust.com

https://wizardsandpixiedust.com/
https://wizardsandpixiedust.com/

